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QUESTION 1

Which statement is true about IS-IS hello (IIH) PDUs? 

A. The same IIH PDU is used for both point-to-point and broadcast networks. 

B. IIH PDUs maintain the link-state database synchronization. 

C. IIH PDUs provide the priority value used in DIS election. 

D. IIH PDUs are transmitted only at the beginning of adjacency establishment. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You want to configure per-flow load balancing for all routes on Router-1. Which configuration example accomplishes
this? 

A. routing-options { forwarding-table { export ECMP; } } policy-options { policy-statement ECMP { term first { then { load-
balance per-packet; } } } } 

B. routing-options { 

export ECMP; 

} 

policy-options { 

policy-statement ECMP { 

term first { 

then { 

load-balance per-packet; 

} 

} 

} 

} 

C. routing-options { forwarding-table { export ECMP; } } policy-options { policy-statement ECMP { term first { from
protocol ospf; then { load-balance per-packet; } } } } 

D. routing-options { forwarding-table { export ECMP; } } policy-options { policy-statement ECMP { term first { from
protocol ospf; then { load-balance ECMP; } } } 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 3

What are three common characteristics of OSPF and IS-IS? (Choose three.) 

A. Both routing protocols maintain a link-state database calculated using the Dijkstra shortest path first algorithm. 

B. Both routing protocols elect a designated router and backup designated router for a shared LAN segment. 

C. Both routing protocols use hello packets to form and maintain adjacencies. 

D. Both routing protocols use a SHA-1 hash for authentication purposes. 

E. Both routing protocols allow for address summarization between areas. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 4

If an EX Series switch receives a frame with a known destination MAC address, what is the expected behavior? 

A. The frame is sent out all ports assigned to all configured VLANs except the ingress port on which the frame was
received. 

B. The frame is sent out all ports assigned to the associated VLANs except the ingress port on which the frame was
received. 

C. The frame is sent out all trunk ports associated with the ingress VLANs regardless of whether a matching MAC
address was found in the bridge table. 

D. The frame is sent out the egress port with a matching destination MAC address within the bridge table associated
with the ingress VLAN. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which BGP attributes are listed in the correct route selection order? 

A. local preference, AS path, origin, MED 

B. local preference, MED, AS path, origin 

C. AS path, local preference, origin, MED 

D. MED, origin, local preference, AS path 

Correct Answer: A 
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